Arrowhead Fastpitch League Board Meeting
November 30, 2016
Blackwoods, Proctor
Present: Pat Shelton, Todd Marunich, Kelly Goeb, Theresa Leopold
 Playoff awards. Much discussion about keeping costs down but still
recognizing successful teams. Will continue with individual awards only,
no team trophy. Consider bag tags instead of medals. Theresa will look
into cost. Also consider using a nice sticker or label instead of engraving so
they can be saved for future years if not all used.
 Quick Books is up and running per Sherry. The gentleman that taught her
how to use it did not charge us. Approved to purchase a $50 gift card for
him in thanks. Sherry to decide on where to purchase gift card.
 Logo for our website/league. Discussion about have a graphic design
student create a logo for our league thru Stan Karich. Again concern raised
about possible cost. Suggested we find out the cost. If too much, then
consider having a contest for players in the league to create a logo and
perhaps offer some sort of prize to the winner.
 Diamond Scheduler. Software for league scheduling through sports engine.
Sherry and Kelly looked into this a bit, and looks like it could work for
scheduling our league, even with all the specific requests we receive. Will
look into the cost and find out if there is an annual fee….email the board or
bring to the next meeting to decide if we should purchase it. Will need a
few hours of online training for one or two folks to learn how to use it.
 ArbiterOne for ump scheduling. Sports engine does not have a good
program for ump scheduling, but arbiter does. This is a possibility. Will
need to check to see if software will work for our needs. Also check on
cost.
 Fees. Discussed that our fees last year were about equal with our
expenses, so the fees seem about right. Will plan to continue fees the same
as last year.
 Registration Dates. Plan to have the coaches meeting on April 9, and
possibly drop off all rosters, registration fees, etc, that same night instead
of meeting again 2 weeks later. Will need to check with all board members
if there is a good reason why we have two separate nights now that forms
and information are available online.
 Discussed having a forum or discussion page based off the league website
for players looking for teams. For future discussion.

 Nonprofit organization. Need to be sure we are completing the
appropriate annual paperwork and reporting as this is a new status for us.
 10U rules. Discussed adjusting rules for 10U with baserunning and/or use
of pitching machine. Will come to the coaches meeting with some
suggestions and further discussion with decisions made at the coaches
meeting.
Future Meetings moved to second Sunday of the month at 7:00pm.
January 8, February 12, March 12
Most likely at PACC, but will need to check availability

